
April 2019 Monthly Catalogue
Welcome to the April 2019 edition of the NHBS Monthly Catalogue, which lists all new titles added to our website in the last month.

We have some fantastic titles on mammals to announce this month, and all of the following books are due September. First off, Lynx will publish the last volume in their
magnificent Handbook of the Mammals of the World series. Volume 9 treats all the world's bats. With it, we will of course offer the full 9-volume set for sale. More practical
and aimed at bat workers is Pelagic Publishing's Is That a Bat?: A Guide to Non-Bat Sounds Encountered During Bat Surveys. Academic Press meanwhile keeps steadily
adding volumes to their Biodiversity of the World series, the latest title being Pangolins: Science, Society and Conservation. They will also
publish European Whales, Dolphins, and Porpoises: Marine Mammal Conservation in Practice. Bloomsbury will publish the paperback of
When the Last Lion Roars: The Rise and Fall of the King of the Beasts. That rounds up the September titles. Ben Garrod is currently writing The Chimpanzee & Me, due
July from Head of Zeus, and MIT Press will publish Why Chimpanzees Can't Learn Language and Only Humans Can in October.

We might just as well have started this month with birds, as there are a number of very strong titles here too. Birders have waited for years for a guide to Mongolia, and, just
like that, we will have two this year. Next to the Helm Field Guide, John Beaufoy will publish A Field Guide to the Birds of Mongolia in October. Princeton University Press
will publish Birds in Winter: Surviving the Most Challenging Season in August, which is the first book on this topic as far as we are aware of. Bloomsbury will reissue two
titles with the fourth edition of Where to Watch Birds in Southern & Western Spain: Andalucia, Extremadura and Gibraltar and the paperback
of The Wonderful Mr Willughby: The First True Ornithologist both due in August. Lastly, two smaller guide are British Birds: A Pocket Guide, due August from
WILDGuides, and the laminated fold-out guide Ecuador: Birds / Aves from Rainforest Publications, which is in stock now.

Entomologists, equally, will not find themselves short-changed this month. The next New Naturalist (after Gulls and Garden Birds) will be The Honey Bee, written by
Norman Carreck and due September from Harper Collins. More bees come from Princeton University Press with The Solitary Bees: Biology, Evolution, Conservation, due
September. Anyone who studies insects hands-on will be delighted to hear that Academic Press will publish the second edition of
Insect Collection and Identification: Techniques for the Field and Laboratory in October (in its first edition, this book was titled Arthropod Collection and Identification:
Laboratory and Field Techniques). A number of smaller field guides come from John Beaufoy with A Naturalist's Guide to the Insects of Australia due in August and the
second edition of A Naturalist's Guide to the Butterflies of Great Britain & Northern Europe due this month. Lastly, we have received stock of
The Butterflies and Day-Flying Moths of Lancashire & North Merseyside, published by the Lancashire & Cheshire Fauna Society.

On the topics of reptiles & amphibians and fish we have a small number of titles each. Oxford University Press will publish
Islands and Snakes: Isolation and Adaptive Evolution in September and we have two hard-to-find field guides that were published recently: Snakes of Malawi from Njoka
Books, and A Field Guide to the Amphibians & Reptiles of Trinidad & Tobago from the Trinidad & Tobago Field Naturalists' Club. A similar hard-to-obtain title is the
bilingual fish guide Coastal Marine Fishes of São Tomé and Príncipe from Flying Sharks. Mark Kurlansky, meanwhile, is writing
Salmon and the Earth: The History of a Common Fate, due September from Patagonia Books.

For botanists we have a range of field guides this month. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew is working on Field Guide to the Plants of the Falkland Islands, due July. Two guides
that are sequels of-a-sort are Flora of the Mediterranean: An Illustrated Guide, due August from Bloomsbury, which follows in the footsteps of the popular Flora of the Silk
Road, and the privately published A Pocket Guide to Anglesey Coastal Flowering Plants, which follows on Anglesey Flowering Plants and their Habitats. Not field guides,
but no less interesting are British Forests: The History of the Forestry Commission 1919-2019, due August from Profile Books, and
Vickery's Folk Flora: An A-Z of the Folklore and Uses of British and Irish Plants from Weidenfeld & Nicolson, available now. For mycologists Naturebureau will publish two
fungi guides in September: A Guide to Finding Woodland Fungi in Berks, Bucks & Oxon and A Guide to Finding Grassland Fungi in Berks, Bucks & Oxon.

For conservation biologists and ecologists we have some exceptional titles lined up. Johns Hopkins University Press is publishing a number of new titles in their Wildlife
Management and Conservation series with the edited collections International Wildlife Management: Conservation Challenges in a Changing World and
Renewable Energy and Wildlife Conservation both due in September. Island Press is publishing the second edition of
Corridor Ecology: Linking Landscapes for Biodiversity Conservation and Climate Adaptation in June. New titles are
Open Ecosystems: Ecology and Evolution Beyond the Forest Edge, due August from Oxford University Press, and
Population Ecology in Practice: Underused, Misused and Abused Methods, due September from Wiley-Blackwell. On the topic of environmental issues, Penguin Books will
publish the paperback of How to Give Up Plastic: A Guide to Changing the World, One Plastic Bottle at a Time in April, while Naomi Klein is writing
On Fire: The (Burning) Case for a Green New Deal, due September from Allen Lane.

To round out this month's selection with more general natural history, there are three paperback reprints, all due September: Peter Wohlleben's
The Secret Network of Nature: The Delicate Balance of All Living Things from Vintage, The Ravenmaster: My Life with the Ravens at the Tower of London from Fourth
Estate, and Simon Barnes's Rewild Yourself: 23 Spellbinding Way to Make Nature More Visible from Simon & Schuster. And if you do find yourself looking out of your
window, there is always the second edition of Guide to Garden Wildlife, due September from Bloomsbury.

As always, if you are looking for a particular title that we do not yet have in our range, or you would like to suggest a title for NHBS to stock, please do get in touch.

Leon Vlieger
Catalogue Editor

Insects & other Invertebrates
Insect Collection and Identification
Techniques for the Field and Laboratory
Timothy J Gibb(Author), Christian Oseto(Author)
Insect Collection and Identification: Laboratory and Field Techniques, Second Edition is the
definitive text on all aspects required for collecting and properly preparing specimens for
identification. Originally published in its first edition with...

341 pages | 400 illustrations | Academic Press

Paperback #246578 Oct-2019 9780128165706 £76.95

A Photographic Guide to the Jellyfishes of Japan [Japanese]
Ryo Minemizu(Author), Shin Kubota(Author), Yayoi Hirano(Author), Dhugal J Lindsay(Author)
This photographic guide to the jellyfishes of Japan is richly illustrated with photos of these
invertebrates floating elegantly in the water. Based on some 18 years of filming expeditions,
this is the largest and most complete book on Japanese...

360 pages | 900+ colour photos | Heibonsha

Paperback #246668 2015 9784582542424 £105.00

Colored Pictorial Handbook of Insects in Xinjiang [Chinese]
Hu Hongying(Author)
This book contains a photographic iconography of insects found in in Xinjiang, an autonomous
territory in northwest China. It covers 13 insect orders, 103 families, more than 1,000 species,
and more than 2,000 original color pictures.Summary in...

300 pages | 2000+ colour photos | Xinjiang University Press

Paperback #231657 2013 £74.99
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A Naturalist's Guide to the Butterflies of Great Britain & Northern Europe
Ted Benton(Author)
This easy-to-use, fully comprehensive identification guide to the 159 butterflies found in Britain,
Ireland, Scandinavia, Belgium, Netherlands and the Baltics is perfect for amateur naturalists.
As a reviewer pointed out, this number includes all the...

176 pages | colour photos | John Beaufoy Books

Paperback #244917 Apr-2019 9781912081202 £7.99

The Honey Bee
Norman L Carreck(Author)
The honey bee has had an intimate and continuous association with mankind for thousands of
years, and remains of vital importance today, both for humanity and for all life on Earth.This
timely addition to the New Naturalist series will aim to explore...

432 pages | William Collins (Harper Collins imprint)

Paperback #238471 Sep-2019 9780008102371 £27.99
Hardback #238472 Sep-2019 9780008102326 £52.99

Contributions of the American Entomological Institute, Volume 22
Peter Eeles
This bound volume collects the following contributions:No. 1. Comparative study of the glossae
of bees. C.D. Michener & R.W. Brooks. 1984. 73 pp.No. 2. The nigriscapus group of Venturia
(Hymenoptera: Ichneumonidae). David B. Wahl. 1984. 35 pp.No....

465 pages | b/w line drawings | American Entomological Institute

Hardback #242454 1984 £125.00

The Solitary Bees
Biology, Evolution, Conservation
Bryan N Danforth(Author), Robert L Minckley(Author), John L Neff(Author)
While social bees such as honey bees and bumble bees are familiar to most people, they
comprise less than 10 percent of all bee species in the world. The vast majority of bees lead
solitary lives, surviving without the help of a hive and using their...

424 pages | 17 colour & 113 b/w illustrations | Princeton University Press

Hardback #244919 Sep-2019 9780691168982 £27.99

Brilliant Bugs
The Natural History Museum (London - UK)(Editor)
London’s Natural History Museum holds the oldest and most important entomology collection
in the world – with over 34 million insect and arachnid specimens. Brilliant Bugs showcases
the weird, wonderful, and often surprisingly beautiful...

256 pages | colour photos | London Natural History Museum

Hardback #245681 Sep-2019 9780565095031 £9.99

Jungle Gems
A Naturalist's Tale
Yikai Zhang(Author)
When the amateur naturalist Yikai Zhang was given a case of beetle specimens by the insect
dealer Hakamoto, he discovered among them what seemed to be evidence of previously
undiscovered species. His hopes were raised further when Max Barclay, a...

144 pages | Unbound

Hardback #245797 2019 9781783527922 £18.99

The Mosquito
A Human History of Our Deadliest Predator
Timothy C Winegard(Author)
A pioneering and groundbreaking work of narrative nonfiction that offers a dramatic new
perspective on the history of humankind, showing how through millennia, the mosquito has
been the single most powerful force in determining humanity's fateWhy...

480 pages | Dutton Books

Hardback #246450 Aug-2019 9781524743413 £27.99

Taxonomic Revision of the Neotropical Tiger Beetle Genera of the Subtribe
Odontocheilina (Coleoptera: Cicindelidae), Volume 1
Jiří Moravec(Author)
The first part of the complete taxonomic and nomenclatorial revision of the 15 Neotropical
genera of the newly defined beetle subtribe Odontocheilina W. Horn, 1899 sensu Moravec
(2012a) is presented as Volume 1. The results are based on a thorough...

627 pages | 298 plates with colour photos | Biologická Rezervace Dolní
Morava (The Lower Morava Biosphere Reserve)

Hardback #246478 2019 £170.00

De Nederlandse Watermijten (Acari: Hydrachnida) [The Dutch Water Mites]
Harry Smit(Author)
A key to the species of water mites of the Netherlands is presented. The Hydrachnida are a
diverse group of benthic arthropods and this key covers 59 genera.

300 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings, colour distribution maps |
European Invertebrate Survey / EIS-Nederland

Paperback #246499 2018 £33.50

Parc National des Écrins: Liste Provisoire des Lépidoptères [Écrins National Park:
Provisoric List of Lepidoptera]
Jacques Nel(Author), Thierry Varenne(Author), Patrick Rosset(Author), Damien
Combrisson(Author)
Écrins National Park is one of the ten French national parks. in the south-east of the country.
This atlas lists the 2697 species of butterfly found of the National Park, with an iconography
showing 426 species as well as photos of natural...

88 pages | 436 colour photos | Association Roussillonnaise
d’Entomologie

Paperback #246500 2019 £39.99

Worcestershire's Orthoptera
Gary A Farmer(Author)
This atlas covers all the grasshoppers, crickets, bush-crickets, earwigs and cockroaches
recorded in Worcestershire. The distribution maps are up to date to 2017 with 1-km distribution
dots covering periods up to 2000 and from 2000 onwards. The...

62 pages | 88 colour & 10 b/w photos, 20 colour distribution maps |
Aspect Design

Paperback #246580 2018 9781912078950 £17.50

Wasp
Richard Jones(Author)
Fear and fascination set wasps apart from other insects. Despite their iconic form and
distinctive colours, they are surrounded by myth and misunderstanding. Often portrayed in
cartoon-like stereotypes bordering on sad parody, wasps have an unwelcome...

256 pages | 80 colour & 20 b/w photos and illustrations | Reaktion Books

Paperback #246593 Aug-2019 9781789141610 £12.95

The Butterflies and Day-Flying Moths of Lancashire & North Merseyside
Pete J Marsh(Editor), Steve J White(Editor)
Butterfly recording in Lancashire, north-west England, goes back to early 19th century
collectors and the development of natural history societies. With the advent of computers,
formal records (which include details of date, number, observer, grid...

139 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution maps |
Lancashire & Cheshire Fauna Society

Paperback #246608 2019 9781999731267 £11.99
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Habitats & Ecosystems

Natural History

A Naturalist's Guide to the Insects of Australia
Peter Rowland(Author), Rachel Whitlock(Author)
This easy-to-use identification guide to the 292 species of insect most commonly seen in
Australia is perfect for resident and visitor alike. High quality photographs from Australia's top
nature photographers are accompanied by detailed species...

176 pages | 300 colour photos | John Beaufoy Books

Paperback #246626 Aug-2019 9781912081806 £11.99

Moths of Africa – Systematic and Illustrated Catalogue of the Heterocera of Africa,
Volume 1
Biogeography and Boletobiinae (Erebidae)
Hermann H Hacker(Author)
This is the first volume in a new series inventorying the moths of Africa.The review of all
available African and Madagascan Boletobiinae taxa covers more than 675 species distributed
over 4 tribes and numerous genera. Special emphasis is given to...

406 pages | 210 plates with colour photos; distribution maps | Hermann
H. Hacker - Esperiana

Hardback #246663 2019 9783982035703 £160.00

Japanese Seashells Illustrated [Japanese]
Hiroshi Shigeshige(Author), Satoshi Takei(Illustrator)
This guide describes 629 species of shellfish found in the warm and shallow waters of Japan.
Explanations and identification pointers for various shellfish are given, and both photos of
shells and of their live organisms in the sea are...

380 pages | colour photos | Seibundōshinkōsha

Paperback #246672 2019 9784416518342 £54.99

Thorp and Covich's Freshwater Invertebrates, Volume 4
Keys to Palaearctic Fauna
James H Thorp(Editor), D Christopher Rogers(Editor), Cristina Damborenea(Editor)
Thorp and Covich's Freshwater Invertebrates: Keys to Palaearctic Fauna, Fourth Edition, is
part of a multivolume series covering inland water invertebrates of the world that began with
Volume 1: Ecology and General Biology (2015), then Volume 2:...

950 pages | ~360 colour illustrations | Academic Press

Hardback #246696 Apr-2019 9780123850249 £170.00

Provisional Atlas of the Aculeate Hymenoptera of Britain and Ireland, Part 10
Graham A Collins(Editor), Helen E Roy(Editor)
The tenth and final part of the Bees, Wasps and Ants Provisional Atlas series.

150 pages | b/w distribution maps | Centre for Ecology and Hydrology

Paperback #246709 2019 £14.99

Cone Shells of the Seychelles
David Touitou(Author)
A comprehensive guide to a family of shells widespread throughout the Indian Ocean: Conidae.
These killers of the seas are represented by more than 70 species in the Seychelles. This
guide will delight those who want to know more about these molluscs...

173 pages | 38 plates with colour photos | Seashell Collector

Paperback #246712 2019 9782956650812 £52.99

Cônes des Seychelles
David Touitou(Author)
A comprehensive guide to a family of shells widespread throughout the Indian Ocean: Conidae.
These killers of the seas are represented by more than 70 species in the Seychelles. This
guide will delight those who want to know more about these molluscs...

173 pages | 38 plates with colour photos | Seashell Collector

Paperback #246713 2019 £52.99

A Guide to Crickets of Australia
David CF Rentz(Author), You Ning Su(Author)
Cricket song is a sound of the Australian bush. Even in cities, the rasping calls signify
Australia's remarkable cricket biodiversity. Crickets are notable for a variety of reasons. When
their population booms, some of these species become...

416 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations, distribution maps | CSIRO

Paperback #246722 Jun-2019 9781486305063 £36.95

Mantodea of the World
Species Catalog
Andrew Markey(Author)
Mantodea are commonly known as mantises and this book provides scientists, researchers,
educators, and enthusiasts, with a complete and updated species checklist of the world's
Mantodea – both extant and extinct – complete with their...

144 pages | Andrew Markey (privately published)

Paperback #246741 2018 9781721288502 £12.99

Ecology of Desert Systems
Walter G Whitford(Author), Ben Duval(Author)
Nearly one third of the land area of the planet is classified as arid or desert, and an
understanding of the dynamics of such arid ecosystems is essential to managing those
systems in a way that sustains human populations. The second edition of...

450 pages | b/w photos, illustrations, tables | Academic Press

Paperback #246263 Sep-2019 9780128150559 £114.00

Surf, Sand, and Stone
How Waves, Earthquakes, and Other Forces Shape the Southern California Coast
Keith Heyer Meldahl(Author)
Southern California is sandwiched between two tectonic plates with an ever-shifting boundary.
Over the last several million years, movements of these plates have dramatically reshuffled the
Earth's crust to create rugged landscapes and seascapes...

240 pages | 68 colour & 18 b/w illustrations, 1 table | University of
California Press

Paperback #246541 Oct-2019 9780520318397 £19.99
Hardback #224526 2015 9780520280045 £23.99

British Forests
The History of the Forestry Commission 1919-2019
Forestry Commission (FC)(Author)
Founded in 1919 to deal with the chronic timber shortage after the First World War, the
Forestry Commission has developed from a government department preoccupied with supply
into a leading environmental organisation that champions the landscape and...

256 pages | Profile Books

Hardback #246324 Aug-2019 9781788163132 £19.99
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Wild Sabah
Malaysian Borneo
Junaidi Payne(Author), Cede Prudente(Illustrator)
Wild Sabah is a magnificent photographic evocation of the natural splendours of the state of
Sabah in Malaysian Borneo. From the peaks of Mount Kinabalu, the highest mountain in Asia
between the Himalayas and New Guinea, to the floodplains of the...

208 pages | 225 colour photos, 3 colour maps | John Beaufoy Books

Paperback #246656 Aug-2019 9781912081110 £24.99

A Naturalist's Guide to the Garden Wildlife of Britain and Northern Europe
Marianne Taylor(Author), Paul Sterry(Illustrator)
This easy-to-use identification guide to 280 wildlife species most commonly seen in the
gardens of Britain and northern Europe is perfect for amateur naturalists. High quality
photographs from Britain's top nature photographers are accompanied by...

160 pages | 300 colour photos | John Beaufoy Books

Paperback #245017 2019 9781912081189 £7.99

Wild Sri Lanka
Gehan de Silva Wijeyeratne(Author), Bill Oddie(Foreword By), Rohan Pethiyagoda(Preface By)
Sri Lanka has one of the highest species densities in the world including a number of endemic
plants and animals. Unusually for a moderately sized island it also has large mammals. It is
one of the best places in the world for seeing and...

28 pages | 280 colour photos, 10 maps | John Beaufoy Books

Paperback #246662 Aug-2019 9781912081097 £24.99

Wild Singapore
Geoffrey Davison(Author), Ria Tan(Author), Benjamin Lee(Author)
Published in association with the National Parks Board of Singapore, this important book
combines vivid photographs of marine and terrestrial sites and species with a highly
informative and readable text. The book starts with a look at...

208 pages | 270 colour photographs, 10 maps | John Beaufoy Books

Paperback #246657 Aug-2019 9781912081103 £24.99

Book of Flight
10 Record-Breaking Animals with Wings
Gabrielle Balkan(Author), Sam Brewster(Illustrator)
A stunning world-records book of animal flight, by the author-and-illustrator team behind the
bestselling Book of Bones.Meet ten fascinating flyers through a series of superlatives – and
guess who's who while learning about airborne...

48 pages | illustrations | Phaidon Press

Hardback #246579 May-2019 9780714878683 £16.95

Wild Malaysia
Peninsular Malaysia, Sabah and Sarawak
Geoffrey Davison(Author), Junaidi Payne(Author), Melvin Gumal(Author), Stephen
Hogg(Illustrator), Cede Prudente(Illustrator)
Malaysia is a megadiverse country with an incredible number of land species – it is estimated
to contain 20 per cent of the world's animal species – and whose coastal waters form part of the
equally rich Coral Triangle. Written by a...

208 pages | ~270 colour photos, 25 colour maps | John Beaufoy Books

Hardback #246655 Aug-2019 9781912081127 £24.99

Bugs in Close-Up
Colin Hutton(Author)
The extreme close-ups of insects, spiders and other invertebrates illustrate a hidden fauna of
alien-looking critters. Many people see these creatures as creepy and revolting if they even
notice them at all, but viewing these tiny animals through a...

240 pages | 200 colour photos | New Holland Publishers

Paperback #246521 Aug-2019 9781925546507 £21.99
Hardback #218620 2015 9781921517389 £16.99

Arran Coastal Way
Jacquetta Megarry(Author), Cameron McNeish(Foreword By)
The Arran Coastal Way is perhaps Scotland's finest circular long-distance trail, running 65
miles (105 km) around the Isle of Arran in a memorable week-long hike from Brodick. It's
accessible from near Glasgow by the Ardrossan ferry. Famous...

76 pages | 125 colour photos, 10 colour maps | Rucksack Readers

Spiralbound #246576 2018 9781898481799 £12.99

The Feather Thief
Beauty, Obsession, and the Natural History Heist of the Century
Kirk Wallace Johnson(Author)
Who is Edwin Rist? Genius? Narcissist? Felon? Mastermind? Pawn? Liar? One summer
evening in 2009, twenty-year-old musical prodigy Edwin Rist broke into the British Museum of
Natural History. Hours later, he slipped away with a suitcase full of rare...

313 pages | 16 plates with colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w
illustrations | Windmill Books

Paperback #246447 Apr-2019 9780099510666 £9.99
Hardback #239692 2018 9781786330130 £19.99

Nature's Explorers
Adventurers Who Recorded the Wonders of the Natural World
The Natural History Museum (London - UK)(Editor)
Nature’s Explorers celebrates the individuals who made great personal endeavours to
document the natural world. Superb artworks and photographs spanning three centuries have
been chosen to illustrate each essay.From ground-breaking theorists...

240 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations | London
Natural History Museum

Hardback #245678 Sep-2019 9780565094645 £19.99

The Man Who Discovered Antarctica
Edward Bransfield Explained – The First Man to Find and Chart the Antarctic Mainland
Sheila Bransfield(Author)
Captain Cook claimed the honour of being the first man to sail into the Antarctic Ocean in
1773, which he then circumnavigated the following year. Cook, though, did not see any land,
and he declared that there was no such thing as the Southern...

248 pages | 16 b/w illustrations | Frontline Books (Pen & Sword imprint)

Hardback #246181 Aug-2019 9781526752635 £24.99

Madagascar: A Paradise in Distress / Un Paradis aux Abois
Olivier Hirschy(Author), Lorraine Bennery(Author), Olivier Langrand(Foreword By)
Madagascar is a wonderful island, where nature, when it is preserved, is of an extraordinary
wealth. With a rate of endemism exceeding 85%, this island, which is larger than France, is a
paradise for all naturalists on the planet. On its own, it is...

408 pages | colour photos | Oiseau Plume Éditons

Hardback #246237 Sep-2019 9782953534382 £84.99
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A Little History of Archaeology
Brian M Fagan(Author)
The thrilling history of archaeological adventure, with tales of danger, debate, audacious
explorers, and astonishing discoveries around the globeWhat is archaeology? The word may
bring to mind images of golden pharaohs and lost civilizations, or...

288 pages | 40 b/w illustrations | Yale University Press

Paperback #246439 Apr-2019 9780300243215 £9.99
Hardback #246440 2018 9780300224641 £14.99

Georg Forster
Voyager, Naturalist, Revolutionary
Jürgen Goldstein(Author), Anne Janusch(Translated by)
Georg Forster (1754–94) was in many ways self-taught and rarely had two cents to rub
together, but he became one of the most dynamic figures of the Enlightenment: a brilliant
writer, naturalist, explorer, illustrator, translator – and a...

240 pages | University of Chicago Press

Hardback #246446 2019 9780226467351 £33.99

Glimpses of Bornean Biodiversity
Yee Ling Chong(Editor), Freddy Kuok San Yeo(Editor), Faisal Ali Anwarali Khan(Editor)
This book was conceived in conjunction with the international Conference on Borneo Book
Publishing 2017. The conference attracted over a hundred participants from various
government and private institutions, including academicians, researchers,...

219 pages | colour photos | Universiti Malaysia Sarawak

Paperback #246456 2018 9789672008774 £69.99

The Complete Guide to Macro and Close-Up Photography
Cyrill Harnischmacher(Author)
The Complete Guide to Macro and Close-Up Photography is a comprehensive handbook on
macro and close-up photography, offering both ambitious beginners and veteran
photographers all the information they need to create great macro photographs....

324 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour illustrations | Rocky Nook

Paperback #246463 2016 9781681980522 £26.99

Wildlife of the Otways and Shipwreck Coast
Grant Palmer(Author)
The Otways and Shipwreck Coast, Victoria, Australia, is known for its natural beauty and
attracts millions of visitors each year, particularly along the Great Ocean Road. The value of the
region's rich biodiversity is recognised at the national...

304 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | CSIRO

Paperback #246516 Apr-2019 9781486308989 £43.95

Wild Philippines
Nigel Hicks(Author), Juan Carlos Gonzalez(Foreword By)
The 7,107 islands of the Philippines archipelago represent a wide range of habitats from tidal
sand bars to mighty mountain ranges; from coral reefs through rainforests to summit
grasslands. The country's isolation from mainland Asia also gives...

208 pages | 200 colour photos, 1 colour map | John Beaufoy Books

Paperback #246658 Aug-2019 9781912081783 £24.99

Kyōryū [Dinosaurs]
Manabe Makoto(Author)
This children's picture book on dinosaurs is part of Gakken's Live range. It includes DVD with
short documentaries from the BBC and AR. A free app for smartphone allows readers to scan
QR codes on the page and watch CG animations of moving...

199 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, includes DVD | Gakken
Publishers

Paperback #246667 2014 9784052039669 £34.99

Wanderings on the Wild Side
A Natural History Diary
Jane Harris(Author)
Wanderings on the Wild Side is an extensive collection of wonderful sightings of kingfishers,
colourful butterflies, wild deer and beautiful wild flowers, covering 36 years of natural
history.Wanderings on the Wild Side comprises of dairy entries,...

336 pages | Troubador Publishing

Hardback #246692 2019 9781789018202 £19.99

Art, Space, Ecology
Two Views – Twenty Interviews
K John Grande(Author), Edward Lucie-Smith(Introduction By)
In Art, Space, Ecology, internationally renowned curator and critic John K. Grande interviews
twenty major contemporary artists whose works engage with the natural environment. Whether
their medium is sculpture, nature interventions, performance,...

188 pages | 80 colour photos | Black Rose Books

Paperback #246723 2019 9781551646961 £19.99
Hardback #246721 2019 9781551646985 £65.99

True or Poo?
The Definitive Field Guide to Filthy Animal Facts and Falsehoods
Nick Caruso(Author), Dani Rabaiotti(Author), Ethan Kocak(Illustrator)
Dozens of further filthy animal facts and falsehoods: the follow-through to the international
bestselling sensation Does it Fart? How many spiders do you eat in your sleep? What does the
ice-cream you eat have to do with the back end of a beaver? Do...

160 pages | ~50 b/w illustrations | Quercus Publishing

Paperback #246644 May-2019 9781787475922 £8.99
Hardback #244959 2018 9781787475915 £9.99

Modeling Evolution of Heterogenous Populations
Theory and Applications
Irina Kareva(Author), Georgy Karev(Author)
Natural selection and evolution cannot act on any population that is not genetically
heterogeneous. However, in a vast majority of conceptual, and often even descriptive
mathematical models of population dynamics, whether it be predator-prey type...

300 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #245319 Sep-2019 9780128143681 £118.00

End Times
A Brief Guide to the End of the World
Bryan Walsh(Author)
Could an incoming asteroid cause human beings to go the way of the dinosaurs? Will artificial
intelligence make the world a better place – or make human beings obsolescent? Could a
massive volcanic supereruption thrust the planet into a killer...

336 pages | Hachette Books

Hardback #245440 Aug-2019 9780316449618 £28.99
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Conservation & Biodiversity

Nature's Cathedral
A Sourvenir of the Natural History Museum Building
The Natural History Museum (London - UK)(Author)
The Natural History Museum is home to many rare and exceptional natural wonders – but the
magnificent Museum building is itself one of London’s most iconic attractions. Envisioned by
Alfred Waterhouse as a cathedral of nature, the...

176 pages | colour photos | London Natural History Museum

Hardback #245614 Aug-2019 9780565094836 £9.99

Agriculture to Zoology
Information Literacy in the Life Sciences
Jodee L Kuden(Editor), Julianna E Braund-Allen(Editor), Daria O Carle(Editor)
Agriculture to Zoology: Information Literacy in the Life Sciences sets the stage for purposefully
integrating information literacy activities within the subject-specific content of the life sciences.
The book is written for librarians and other...

164 pages | Elsevier

Paperback #246431 2017 9780081006641 £62.95

Fire in the Sky
Cosmic Collisions, Killer Asteroids, and the Race to Defend Earth
Gordon L Dillow(Author)
Combining history, pop science, and in-depth reporting, a fascinating account of asteroids that
hit Earth long ago, and those streaming toward us now, as well as how we are preparing
against asteroid-caused catastrophe.One of these days, warns Gordon...

288 pages | 8 plates with colour illustrations | Scribner

Hardback #246527 Jun-2019 9781501187742 £18.99

Painted Prints
The Revelation of Color in Northern Renaissance and Baroque Engravings, Etchings, and
Woodcuts
Susan Dackerman(Author), Thomas Primeau(Contributor), Doreen Bolger(Foreword By)
An old master print with colour is almost invariably regarded as a suspect object because the
colour is presumed to be a cosmetic addition made to compensate for deficiencies of design or
condition. Painted Prints challenges this deeply entrenched...

312 pages | 119 colour & 10 b/w illustrations | Pennsylvania State
University Press

Paperback #246605 2002 9780271022352 £29.95
Hardback #246606 2002 9780271022345 £42.95

Outposts on the Frontier
A Fifty-Year History of Space Stations
Jay Chladek(Author), Clayton C Anderson(Foreword By)
The International Space Station (ISS) is the largest man-made structure to orbit Earth and has
been conducting research for close to a decade and a half. Yet it is only the latest in a long line
of space stations and laboratories that have flown in...

494 pages | 35 b/w photos, 19 b/w illustrations | University of Nebraska
Press

Hardback #246654 2017 9780803222922 £30.99

Capture-Recapture
Parameter Estimation for Open Animal Populations
George AF Seber(Author), Matthew R Schofield(Author)
This comprehensive book, rich with applications, offers a quantitative framework for the
analysis of the various capture-recapture models for open animal populations, while also
addressing associated computational methods.The state of our wildlife...

705 pages | 8 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #246730 Aug-2019 9783030181864 £99.99

Rewild Yourself
23 Spellbinding Way to Make Nature More Visible
Simon Barnes(Author)
We're not just losing the wild world. We're forgetting it. We're no longer noticing it. We've lost
the habit of looking and seeing and listening and hearing.But we can make hidden things
visible, and Rewild Yourself features 23 spells...

198 pages | b/w illustrations | Simon & Schuster

Paperback #246251 Sep-2019 9781471175428 £8.99
Hardback #243890 2018 9781471175404 £12.99

Vanishing
The World's Most Vulnerable Animals
Joel Sartore(Author), Elizabeth Kolbert(Foreword By)
Celebrated National Geographic photojournalist Joel Sartore continues his Photo Ark quest,
photographing species around the world that are escaping extinction thanks to human
efforts.Joel Sartore's quest to photograph all the animal species under...

400 pages | colour photos | National Geographic Society

Hardback #246220 Sep-2019 9781426220593 £38.99

Manas
India's Threatened World Heritage
Anwaruddin Choudhury(Author)
This book is a comprehensive document on Manas national park, a famous wildlife reserve of
India. A project Tiger reserve, a Biosphere reserve, an Elephant Reserve and also a World
Heritage Site, this scenic wilderness is known as the home of a large...

200 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations, colour maps |
The Rhino Foundation

Hardback #246494 2019 9789380652054 £56.99

Private Sector Tourism in Conservation Areas in Africa
Susan Snyman(Author), Anna Spenceley(Author)
Tourism in Africa's protected and conserved areas involves partnerships and interactions
between numerous stakeholders such as governments, communities, NGOs, the private sector
and academics.Through the use of 32 comprehensive case studies from...

264 pages | CABI Publishing

Hardback #246661 Mar-2019 9781786393555 £94.99

Marine Protected Areas
Science, Policy and Management
John Humphreys(Editor), Robert Clark(Editor)
Marine Protected Areas: Science, Policy and Management addresses a full spectrum of issues
relating to Marine Protected Areas (MPS) not currently available in any other single volume.
Chapters are contributed by a wide range of working specialists...

800 pages | Elsevier

Paperback #246704 Oct-2019 9780081026984 £142.00
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Ornithology

Biodiversity Baseline Assessment
Phipsoo Wildlife Sanctuary in Bhutan
Asian Development Bank (ADB)(Author)
This report presents a biodiversity baseline assessment of areas at the Phipsoo Wildlife
Sanctuary in southern Bhutan. This biodiversity baseline assessment was conducted in 2014?
2015 at the Phipsoo Wildlife Sanctuary in southern Bhutan. Inventory...

148 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour tables | Asian
Development Bank

Paperback #246711 2018 9789292613747 £21.50

International Wildlife Management
Conservation Challenges in a Changing World
John L Koprowski(Editor), Paul R Krausman(Editor)
Habitat loss, disease management, predator-human conflict, illegal trade – these are among
the many conservation challenges faced by wildlife experts around the world. But how wildlife
professionals approach these issues has historically been...

320 pages | 42 b/w illustrations, 5 b/w maps | Johns Hopkins University
Press

Hardback #246734 Sep-2019 9781421432854 £55.50

Renewable Energy and Wildlife Conservation
Christopher E Moorman(Editor), Steven M Grodsky(Editor), Susan P Rupp(Editor)
Renewable energy is often simply termed "green energy," but its effects on wildlife and other
forms of biodiversity can be quite complex. While capturing renewable resources like wind,
solar, and energy from biomass can require more land...

280 pages | 47 b/w illustrations, 9 b/w maps | Johns Hopkins University
Press

Hardback #246736 Sep-2019 9781421432724 £55.50

The North American Model of Wildlife Conservation
Shane P Mahoney(Editor), Valerius Geist(Editor)
At the end of the nineteenth century, North America suffered a catastrophic loss of wildlife
driven by unbridled resource extraction, market hunting, and unrelenting subsistence killing.
This crisis led powerful political forces in the United States...

192 pages | no illustrations | Johns Hopkins University Press

Hardback #246737 Sep-2019 9781421432809 £55.50

Where to Watch Birds in Southern & Western Spain
Andalucia, Extremadura and Gibraltar
Ernest FJ Garcia(Author), Andrew "Andy" M Paterson(Author)
Southern Iberia is in the top rank of European birding hotspots, and the fourth edition of this
popular book, first published in 1994, continues to ensure that visitors can make the most of
the region's many attractions. The information on all...

400 pages | b/w illustrations, maps | Christopher Helm

Paperback #244005 Aug-2019 9781472951847 £24.99
Paperback #162621 2008 9780713683158 £24.99

The Ravenmaster
My Life with the Ravens at the Tower of London
Christopher Skaife(Author)
The first behind-the-scenes account of life with the ravens at Britain's most famous national
monument.Legend has it that if the Tower of London's ravens should perish or be lost, the
Crown and kingdom will fall. The Ravenmaster's role is...

292 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Fourth Estate

Paperback #245995 Sep-2019 9780008307936 £8.99
Hardback #241382 2018 9780008307929 £14.99

Saving Jemima
Life and Love with a Hard-Luck Jay
Julie Zickefoose(Author)
For fans of Wesley the Owl and The Soul of an Octopus, the story of a sick baby bird nursed
back to health and into the wild by renowned writer/artist Julie Zickefoose.

192 pages | colour illustrations | Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Hardback #246218 Sep-2019 9781328518958 £26.50

Birds and the Culture of the European Bronze Age
Theoretical and Cultural Perspectives
Joakim Goldhahn(Author)
This book provides new insights into the relationship between humans and birds in northern
Europe during the Bronze Age. Joakim Goldhahn argues that birds had a central role in Bronze
Age society and imagination, as reflected in legends, myths,...

350 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #246457 Aug-2019 9781108499095 £79.99

Ecuador: Birds / Aves
Robert Dean(Illustrator)
Ecuador is a bird-watcher’s paradise with over 1.600 identied species of resident and migrant
birds. Here, you can experience a vast range of habitats making Ecuador one of the best bird
watching destination in the world. This laminated...

13 pages | colour illustrations | Rainforest Publications

Unbound #246470 2018 9781888538021 £9.99

The Wake of Crows
Living and Dying in Shared Worlds
Thom van Dooren(Author)
Crows can be found almost everywhere that people are, from tropical islands to deserts and
arctic forests, from densely populated cities to suburbs and farms. Across these diverse
landscapes, many species of crows are doing well today: their...

304 pages | 32 b/w photos | Columbia University Press

Hardback #246488 Sep-2019 9780231182829 £26.99

British Birds
A Pocket Guide
Rob Hume(Author), Robert Still(Author), Andy Swash(Author), Hugh Harrop(Author), David
Tipling(Author)
This innovative and carefully designed photographic guide provides a concise introduction to
the identification of the 246 birds most likely to be seen in Great Britain and Ireland. It is the
perfect book for anyone wanting to put a name to the birds...

272 pages | 1000 colour photos, 248 colour distribution maps |
WILDGuides

Paperback #246502 Aug-2019 9780691181677 £9.99

11-Talig Handboek met de Namen van Alle Holarctische Vogels [11-Language
Handbook to the Names of All Holarctic Birds]
Ad Tolhuijs(Author)
A useful reference work for traveling birders. This book contains current taxonomy and
scientific species of 31 bird orders, 150 families and 3040 species of the Holarctic region, and
the vernacular names in 10 modern langauges. Our political borders...

548 pages | no illustrations | KNNV Uitgeverij

Paperback #246510 2019 9789050116817 £29.99
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Botany

11-Language Handbook to the Names of All Holarctic Birds
Ad Tolhuijs(Author)
A useful reference work for traveling birders. This book contains current taxonomy and
scientific species of 31 bird orders, 150 families and 3040 species of the Holarctic region, and
the vernacular names in 10 modern langauges. Our political borders...

548 pages | no illustrations | KNNV Uitgeverij

Paperback #246523 2019 9789050116794 £29.99

11-Sprächiges Handbuch der Namen Sämtlicher Vögel der Holarktis [11-Language
Handbook to the Names of All Holarctic Birds]
Ad Tolhuijs(Author)
A useful reference work for traveling birders. This book contains current taxonomy and
scientific species of 31 bird orders, 150 families and 3040 species of the Holarctic region, and
the vernacular names in 10 modern langauges. Our political borders...

548 pages | no illustrations | KNNV Uitgeverij

Paperback #246524 2019 9789050116800 £29.99

The Complexity of Bird Behaviour
A Facet Theory Approach
Paul MW Hackett(Author)
This book presents the facet theoretical framework, a research strategy taken from psychology,
as a tool for facilitating the conception of complex animal behaviour research and the design of
research procedures through employing mapping sentences....

175 pages | 22 colour & 1 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #246536 May-2019 9783030121914 £44.99

Birds in Winter
Surviving the Most Challenging Season
Roger F Pasquier(Author), Margaret La Farge(Illustrator)
Birds in Winter is the first book devoted to the ecology and behavior of birds during this most
challenging season. Birds remaining in regions with cold weather must cope with much shorter
days to find food and shelter even as they need to avoid...

304 pages | 120 b/w illustrations, 4 maps | Princeton University Press

Hardback #246572 Aug-2019 9780691178554 £18.99

The Birds of Nebraska
Paul A Johnsgard(Author)
This annotated list of the birds of Nebraska has been updated to conform with the most recent
(2017) major revision of the American Ornithologists' Society's Checklist of North American
Birds and modified to conform to the most recent...

308 pages | 19 b/w illustrations and b/w maps | Zea Books

Paperback #246582 2018 9781609621285 £19.50

Kingfisher
Ildiko Szabo(Author)
Kingfishers are a sight to behold. The dash and verve of this cosmopolitan bird has been
admired for millennia, appearing in creation myths, imperial regalia and cultural iconography,
and they were once valued as highly as gold. Artists used their...

216 pages | 90 colour & 10 b/w photos and illustrations | Reaktion Books

Paperback #246592 Sep-2019 9781789141399 £12.95

A Field Guide to the Birds of Mongolia
Dorj Ganbold(Author), Chris Smith(Author)
A fully comprehensive illustrated field guide covering the 512 species of bird recorded in
Mongolia, including all vagrants and every local subspecies. The plates include detailed range
maps, and illustrations of all ages and sexes of the species...

352 pages | 154 plates with colour illustrations; colour distribution maps |
John Beaufoy Books

Paperback #246607 Oct-2019 9781912081042 £24.99

Birding Australia's Islands
Sue Taylor(Author)
A thoroughly entertaining personal account of the author's birding expeditions to some of
Australia's very special islands. She hasn't attempted to include every one of the 8,371 islands
of Australia but she has visited the country's...

240 pages | 200 colour photos, 20 maps | John Beaufoy Books

Paperback #246633 Aug-2019 9781912081134 £19.99

The Birds of Indiana
Russell E Mumford(Author), Charles E Keller(Author), William Zimmerman(Illustrator), Matthew
J Williams(Foreword By)
The Birds of Indiana is a treasure-trove for ornithologists, casual birders, and art-lovers
everywhere. Drawing on decades of field work and data collection and featuring the paintings
of one of America's finest bird artists, this classic work is...

400 pages | 184 colour illustrations, 2 colour maps | Indiana University
Press

Hardback #246680 Apr-2019 9780253043283 £40.99

Guide to Garden Wildlife
Richard Lewington(Author), Ken Thompson(Introduction By)
Even the smallest garden can be an important haven for wildlife, and this authoritative guide
enables everyone to explore this wealth on their back doorstep. It covers all the main animal
groups – including pond life – likely to be found...

224 pages | 900 colour photos and colour & b/w illustrations |
Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #246618 Sep-2019 9781472964830 £12.99

Photo Intro to Asian Bulbophyllum, Coelogyne & Dendrobium Orchids
With Floristic Observations of Subtribe Coelogyninae
Rod Rice(Author)
This is the first book to cover these 3 popular orchid genera together accompanied by
investigative floristic observations of the subtribe Coelogyninae. More than 300 species are
covered in depth with hundreds of quality colour photos and technical...

222 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | Nature & Travel Books

Paperback #246504 2019 9780987620668 £72.50

Flora d'Italia [Flora of Italy], Volume 4
Sandro Pignatti(Author)
A full 35 years after publication of the first edition, the second edition of Flora d'Italia consists of
four printed volumes by Sandro Pignatti and a brand new digital flora by Riccardo Guarino and
Marco La Rosa which is included with this...

1200 pages | b/w line drawings | Edagricole-New Business Media

Hardback #236035 2019 9788850652457 £240.00
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Flora Iberica, Volume 16/3: Compositae (Partim)
Santiago Castroviejo(Author)
Volume 16/3 is the third of several to deal with members of the family Compositae.Summary in
Spanish:Esta obra se ordena esencialmente a facilitar la identificación de las plantas
vasculares autóctonas o naturalizadas en la...

918 pages | plates with b/w line drawings; 1 b/w map | Consejo Superior
de Investigaciones Científicas

Hardback #240088 2019 9788400104603 £69.99

Cut Flowers of the World
Johannes Maree(Author), Ben-Erik van Wyk(Author)
This photographic guide describes and illustrates more than 330 different species of
commercially important flowers, foliages and potted flowers. The emphasis is on flowers that
are commonly used in the cut flower industry and Cut Flowers of the...

400 pages | 700+ colour photos | CABI Publishing

Hardback #246702 Jun-2019 9781789241334 £34.99

How to Grow Native Orchids in Gardens Large and Small
A Comprehensive Guide to Cultivating Local Species
Wilson Wall(Author), David Morgan(Author)
Having native orchids growing in the garden is a gardener's dream – and this book can help it
come true. How to Grow Native Orchids in Gardens Large and Small starts with the history and
botany of orchids and continues with practical tips...

192 pages | Green Books

Hardback #244798 Sep-2019 9780857844606 £24.99

Field Guide to the Lichens of Great Smoky Mountains National Park
Erin Anne Tripp(Author), James Colin Lendemer(Author), Bobbi Angell(Illustrator)
With 909 recognized species of lichens, Great Smoky Mountains National Park (GSMNP) is
home to more of these lichenized fungi than any other national park in the United States, as
well as nearly half of all species known to occur in eastern North...

colour photos, illustrations, distribution maps | University of Tennessee
Press

Paperback #246087 Aug-2019 9781621905141 £72.50

A Guide to Finding Woodland Fungi in Berks, Bucks & Oxon
Peter Creed(Author)
Describes over 200 species of woodland fungi found in Berks, Bucks & Oxon. Concentrating
only on species distinctive through size, colour, shape or smell, and using non-technical
language, this guide is perfect for the beginner.

72 pages | colour photos | NatureBureau

Paperback #246272 Sep-2019 9781874357933 £5.95

A Guide to Finding Grassland Fungi in Berks, Bucks & Oxon
Peter Creed(Author)
Describes over 100 species of grassland and heathland fungi found in Berks, Bucks & Oxon.
The brightly coloured waxcaps and other grassland specialists such as spindles, pinkgills and
earthtongues are featured.

72 pages | colour photos | NatureBureau

Paperback #246275 Sep-2019 9781874357940 £5.95

Danmarks Svampeatlas 2009-2013 [Danish Fungal Atlas 2009-2013]
Jacob Heilmann-Clausen(Author), Tobias Guldberg Froeslev(Author), Thomas
Læssøe(Author), Jens H Petersen(Author)
This book is about the Danish Fungal Atlas – a large-scale citizen science project, which
involved hundreds of active fungal collectors in the period 2009-2013. The book provides
distribution patterns, host selection, ecology and phenology...

350 pages | colour photos, distribution maps | Svampetryk

Hardback #246458 2019 9788797117804 £69.99

Wetland Plants of the Upper Midwest
A Field Guide to the Aquatic and Wetland Plants of Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin
Steve W Chadde(Author)
First published in 1998 as A Great Lakes Wetland Flora, this new (2019) work has been
extensively revised to reflect recent taxonomic changes, and includes many new illustrations,
and all-new county-level distribution maps for over 900 wetland and...

580 pages | b/w line drawings, b/w distribution maps | Steve Chadde
(privately published)

Paperback #246460 2019 9781797053240 £26.99

Flora of Kanchenjunga Biosphere Reserve, Sikkim
Debabrata Maity(Author), GG Maiti(Author), AS Chauhan(Author)
Kanchenjunga Biosphere Reserve, Sikkim provides the detailed floristic account of 11 species
of gymnosperms and 1467 species of angiosperms found in this reserve in Sikkim in northeast
India. Gymnosperms consist of nine genera belonging to five...

888 pages | 36 plates with colour photos; 72 b/w line drawings, maps |
Botanical Survey of India

Hardback #246464 2018 9788193475812 £59.99

Pharmacognosy of Indian Aconites
ABD Selvam(Author)
The increasing popularity of herbal medicine in India is putting pressure on wild plant
populations, as most raw materials are collected from the wild. Further, commercial crude
drugs occur either as whole parts (roots, rhizomes, bark, leaves,...

211 pages | 95 plates with colour photos, tables | Botanical Survey of
India

Hardback #246465 2018 9788193475805 £49.99

Recent Progress in Medicinal Plants, Volume 46: Metabolic Disorders: Diabetes II
JN Govil(Editor), Surendra Kumar(Editor), MS Swaminathan(Foreword By), JP
Nadda(Foreword By)
Diabetes mellitus is known to be a chronic metabolic disorder caused due to an impaired
metabolism of glucose and other energy-providing molecules characterized by a slow
progression of vascular and neuropathic complications. The present volume...

568 pages | Studium Press

Hardback #246467 2018 9781626990838 £130.00

Chenia: Volume 12
Wu Peng-Cheng(Editor)
CHENIA: Contributions to Cryptogamic Biology, Volume 12 contains the following 21
contributions:1. Status and prospect of Brachytheciaceae (Bryophyta) in China2. SEM
observation of peristome ornamentations of selected Orthotrichum species from...

191 pages | China Ocean Press

Paperback #246472 2016 9787502795412 £64.99

Chrysophytes – Taxonomy, Biodiversity and Palaeoecology
Proceedings of the Ninth International Chrysophyte Symposium Yamagata, Japan September
11-15, 2016
Richard W Jordan(Editor), Jun Yokoyama(Editor)
The present volume features twelve scientific papers presented at the 9th International
Chrysophyte Symposium (ICS9) in Yamagata, Japan in 2016. Ten of the twelve papers in this
volume deal with chrysophytes/synurophytes, the remaining two with...

164 pages | 415 illustrations, 17 tables | J. Cramer Verlag

Paperback #246477 2019 9783443510701 £125.00
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Cycad Biology and Conservation
The 9th International Conference on Cycad Biology
Nan Li(Editor), Dennis William Stevenson(Editor), M Patrick Griffith(Editor)
Ancient in origin and once widespread on Earth, today cycads comprise few living survivors in
limited distributions in the tropics and subtropics. A study of these extant members and the
cycad fossil record dating back to over 250 million years ago...

300 pages | New York Botanical Garden Press

Hardback #246479 2019 9780893275389 £160.00

Recent Progress in Medicinal Plants, Volume 47: Metabolic Disorders: Hyperlipidemia
JN Govil(Editor), Anita Bhardwaj(Editor), MS Swaminathan(Foreword By), KS
Dhiman(Foreword By)
Metabolic disorders in humans are considered as a major disease burden in the developed as
well as the developing world. Hyperlipidemia is a metabolic disorder characterized by elevated
levels of lipids (fats) including cholesterol and...

400 pages | Studium Press

Hardback #246480 2018 9781626990845 £130.00

Recent Progress in Medicinal Plants, Volume 48: Metabolic Disorders: Hypertension
JN Govil(Editor), Anita Bhardwaj(Editor), MS Swaminathan(Foreword By), KS
Dhiman(Foreword By)
Hypertension is a chronic metabolic disorder characterized by a persistently elevated blood
pressure that increases the risk of heart disease and stroke. Hypertension can also lead to
other conditions such as congestive heart failure, kidney disease...

352 pages | Studium Press

Hardback #246481 2018 9781626990852 £130.00

Recent Progress in Medicinal Plants, Volume 49: Metabolic Disorders: Inflammatory
Disorders
JN Govil(Editor), Surender Singh(Editor), Ritu Karwasra(Editor), Priyanka Singh(Editor), MS
Swaminathan(Foreword By), Balram Bhargava(Foreword By)
Medicinal plants have accompanied mankind from its very early beginnings. Their utilization
has co-evolved with Homo sapiens itself, bringing about a profound increase in our scientific
knowledge of these species and enabling them to be used in many...

400 pages | Studium Press

Hardback #246482 2019 9781626990869 £130.00

Flora Analitica della Toscana, Volume 5 [Analytical Flora of Tuscany, Volume 5]
Pier Virgilio Arrigoni(Author)
Knowledge of the spontaneous flora (i.e. any plant that grows without assistance from humans,
typically in areas managed by humans) of a region is fundamental to the management of plant
and landscape resources. The Tuscan flora is numerically one of...

544 pages | b/w line drawings | Edizioni Polistampa

Paperback #246486 2019 9788859619383 £67.99

Euphorbia francoisii – The Jewel of Succulent Euphorbias
The Growing Practices at Little One Plant Nursery, Thailand
Santiporn Sangchai(Author), Warita Sinthuyont(Author)
Euphorbia francoisii, which Thai people call “Francois”, is a succulent plant that was, till
recently, just one more overlooked plant – one of the very many succulent Euphorbias. In this
species, the caudex is not so big and the...

128 pages | colour photos | Little One Plant Nursery

Hardback #246491 2018 9786164780583 £69.99

Euphorbia francoisii – The Jewel of Succulent Euphorbias [Thai]
The Growing Practices at Little One Plant Nursery, Thailand
Santiporn Sangchai(Author), Warita Sinthuyont(Author)
Euphorbia francoisii, which Thai people call “Francois”, is a succulent plant that was, till
recently, just one more overlooked plant – one of the very many succulent Euphorbias. In this
species, the caudex is not so big and the...

128 pages | colour photos | Little One Plant Nursery

Hardback #246492 2018 £69.99

Euphorbia francoisii – The Jewel of Succulent Euphorbias [Chinese]
The Growing Practices at Little One Plant Nursery, Thailand
Santiporn Sangchai(Author), Warita Sinthuyont(Author)
Euphorbia francoisii, which Thai people call “Francois”, is a succulent plant that was, till
recently, just one more overlooked plant – one of the very many succulent Euphorbias. In this
species, the caudex is not so big and the...

128 pages | colour photos | Little One Plant Nursery

Hardback #246493 2018 £69.99

Encyclopedic Dictionary of Medicinal Plants (English, Assamese and Hindi)
An A to Z Reference Guide to Over 600 Herbal Plants
Devi Charan Thakur(Editor)
This trilingual dictionary contains encyclopedic entries on over 600 herbal plants used in
traditional medicine on the Indian subcontinent.

845 pages | colour illustrations | Bedakantha Books & Publications

Hardback #246498 2017 9789382931867 £54.99

Plant Breeding
Classical to Modern
PM Priyadarshan(Author)
Plant Breeding: Classical to Modern offers a detailed overview of both conventional and
modern approaches to plant breeding. In 25 chapters, it explores various aspects of
conventional and modern means of plant breeding, including: history,...

400 pages | 80 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #246508 Aug-2019 9789811370946 £89.99

The National Plant Collections Directory 2019
Plant Heritage(Author)
A directory of National Plant Collections and with up-to-date contact details for 2019 of the
holders. Also listed by county.

162 pages | colour photos | National Council for the Conservation of
Plants and Gardens

Paperback #246511 2019 9781999996611 £16.99

One Tree
Gretchen C Daily(Author), Charles J Katz, Jr.(Illustrator), Alvaro Umana(Foreword By)
Through words and photographs, environmental scientist Gretchen C. Daily and photographer
Charles J. Katz describe how one relict tree – the magnificent Ceiba pentandra in Sabalito,
Costa Rica – carries physical and spiritual importance....

72 pages | colour photos | Trinity University Press

Hardback #246588 2018 9781595348524 £21.99
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North American Crop Wild Relatives, Volume 1
Conservation Strategies
Stephanie L Greene(Editor), Karen A Williams(Editor), Colin K Khoury(Editor), Michael B
Kantar(Editor), Laura F Marek(Editor)
The plant species that humans rely upon have an extended family of wild counterparts that are
an important source of genetic diversity used to breed productive crops. These wild and weedy
cousins are valuable as a resource for adapting our food,...

346 pages | 39 colour photos and illustrations, 9 b/w illustrations |
Springer-Verlag

Hardback #246602 2019 9783319951003 £109.99

North American Crop Wild Relatives, Volume 2
Important Species
Stephanie L Greene(Editor), Karen A Williams(Editor), Colin K Khoury(Editor), Michael B
Kantar(Editor), Laura F Marek(Editor)
The plant species that humans rely upon have an extended family of wild counterparts that are
an important source of genetic diversity used to breed productive crops. These wild and weedy
cousins are valuable as a resource for adapting our food,...

751 pages | 163 colour & 8 b/w Illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #246604 2019 9783319971209 £199.99

Field Guide to the Plants of the Falkland Islands
Thomas Heller(Author), Rebecca Upson(Author), Richard J Lewis(Author), Colin
Clubbe(Editor)
Field Guide to the Plants of the Falkland Islands is the output from a collaboration between
scientists at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew and Falklands Conservation, who have been
working together for many years. With recent additions to the flora,...

400 pages | 500 colour photos | Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

Hardback #246619 Jul-2019 9781842466759 £72.99

The Orchid Flora of Huntingdonshire and the Soke of Peterborough
Peter Walker(Author), Barry Dickerson(Author), Roger Orbell(Author), Brian
Eversham(Foreword By)
This flora if a natural history of the orchids than can be found in the old English county of
Huntingdonshire and the Soke of Peterborough, it also includes historical data, distribution
maps, and local orchid sites with public access. Detail of some...

136 pages | 207 colour photos, 41 b/w illustrations, 51 colour & b/w
distribution maps | Huntingdonshire Fauna and Flora Society

Hardback #246622 2019 9780951442777 £29.99

The Extraordinary Story of the Apple
Barrie E Juniper(Author), David J Mabberley(Author)
The story of apples begins in an unexpected place: with bears. While popular culture likes to
link honey with these creatures, DNA evidence shows that it might be more accurate for Winnie
the Pooh to be munching on an ancestor of Red Delicious. And...

260 pages | 200 colour photos and colour illustrations | Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew

Hardback #246627 Jul-2019 9781842466551 £39.99

Wild Plants for a Sustainable Future
110 Multipurpose Species
Tiziana Ulian(Editor), César Flores(Editor), Rafael Lira(Editor)
An output from The Useful Plants Project, managed by Kew’s Seed Conservation Department
through the Millennium Seed Bank Partnership in Botswana, Kenya, Mali, Mexico and South
Africa. Many inhabitants of these countries depend directly on...

486 pages | 400 colour photos | Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

Paperback #246628 Jul-2019 9781842466735 £39.99

Flora of the Mediterranean
An Illustrated Guide
Christopher Martin Gardner(Author), Baṣak Güner Gardner(Author)
The Mediterranean a land of blues skies, warm sunshine, rugged mountains and azure seas.
Yet this familiar image conceals another Mediterranean a secret landscape populated by a
dazzling variety of wild flowers and plants, from spectacular orchids...

432 pages | ~600 colour photos | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #246630 Aug-2019 9781472970268 £32.99

The Tale of Tea
A Comprehensive History of Tea from Prehistoric Times to the Present Day
George L van Driem(Author)
The Tale of Tea is the saga of globalisation. Tea gave birth to paper money, the Opium Wars
and Hong Kong, triggered the Anglo-Dutch wars and the American war of independence,
shaped the economies and military history of Táng and Sòng...

904 pages | 450 colour photos and colour & b/w illustrations | E J Brill

Hardback #246643 2019 9789004386259 £260.00

A Pocket Guide to Anglesey Coastal Flowering Plants
Gareth Rowlands(Author)
Following the publication of Anglesey Flowering Plants and their Habitats, the author has now
written a compact version. This pocket guide will help you explore the beautiful coastline of
Anglesey, Wales – the island's wildflowers...

118 pages | colour photos | Gareth Rowland (privately published)

Paperback #246653 2019 9781527237919 £9.95

The Wildlife Pond Book
Create Your Own Pond Paradise for Wildlife
Jules Howard(Author), Kate Bradbury(Foreword By)
Ponds are vital oases for nature.They are nursery grounds, feeding stops and bathing spots;
they are genetic superhighways and vibrant micro-ecosystems each brimming with life,
interactions and potential. And they are for everyone.The Wildlife Pond...

160 pages | 300 colour photos, colour illustrations | Bloomsbury
Publishing

Paperback #246688 Sep-2019 9781472958327 £16.99

Plantas Silvestres de Madrid: Clave de Identificación Mediante Fotografías [Wild Plants
of Madrid: Photographic Identification Key]
Eduardo de Juana(Author)
A field guide to plants whose purpose is to facilitate their identification for students and
enthusiasts. It is essentially a dichotomous key reinforced by a large collection of photographs,
thus avoiding the use of highly specialized technical...

228 pages | colour photos | Lynx Edicions

Paperback #246691 Apr-2019 9788416728152 £29.99

Vickery's Folk Flora
An A-Z of the Folklore and Uses of British and Irish Plants
Roy Vickery(Author)
This book is a dictionary of British (native, naturalised and cultivated) plants and the folklore
associated with them. Unlike many plant-lore publications Vickery’s Folk Flora tells us what
people currently do and believe, rather than what...

848 pages | 16 plates with colour illustrations; b/w illustrations |
Weidenfeld & Nicolson

Hardback #246693 Apr-2019 9781474604628 £29.99
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Mammals

Leaf Optical Properties
Stéphane Jacquemoud(Author), Susan Ustin(Author)
Plant leaves collectively represent the largest above-ground surface area of plant material in
virtually all environments. Their optical properties determine where and how energy and gas
exchange occurs, which in turn drives the energy budget of the...

580 pages | 160 b/w photos, 169 b/w illustrations, 68 tables | Cambridge
University Press

Hardback #246694 Sep-2019 9781108481267 £69.99

Dictionary of Commemorative Plant Generic Names, Volume 23: Maackia to Makinoa
Sudhir Chandra(Author)
The present work represents volume 23 of the projected 27 volumes. It is hoped to cover
18,000 to 20,000 commemorative names covering all fields of botany.Generic names have
been used as markers through which light is thrown on the botanical history...

568 pages | no illustrations | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh

Hardback #246695 2019 9788121109895 £89.99

Sprout Lands
Tending the Endless Gift of Trees
William Bryant Logan(Author)
Arborist William Bryant Logan recovers the lost tradition that sustained human life and culture
for ten millennia.Once, farmers knew how to make a living hedge and fed their flocks on tree-
branch hay. Rural people knew how to prune hazel to foster...

384 pages | 15 b/w illustrations | W.W. Norton & Co.

Hardback #246724 Apr-2019 9780393609417 £19.99

Fungi of Antarctica
Diversity, Ecology and Biotechnological Applications
Luiz Henrique Rosa(Author)
This book focuses on the fungi found in one of the most pristine regions on Earth: Antarctica. It
discusses the fungal occurrence in all substrates of the region, including soil, seawater, lake
and marine sediments, rocks, ice, and snow. It also...

244 pages | 51 colour & 10 b/w illustrations, 51 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #246727 Aug-2019 9783030183660 £109.99

Cat
Katharine M Rogers(Author)
Cat traces the relationship between humans and the cat from its original domestication in
ancient Egypt c. 2000 BC, through the centuries as a utilitarian rodent catcher, its gradual
acceptance as a charming and amiable pet, and its present status as...

224 pages | 100 illustrations, 25 in colour | Reaktion Books

Paperback #246590 Jul-2019 9781789141269 £9.99
Paperback #161032 2006 9781861892928 £12.95

Handbook of the Mammals of the World, Volume 9: Bats
Don E Wilson(Editor), Russell A Mittermeier(Editor), Ilian Velikov(Illustrator), Blanca Martí de
Ahumada(Illustrator), Alex Mascarell Llosa(Illustrator), Faansie Peacock(Illustrator), Jesús
Rodríguez-Osorio Martín(Illustrator), Lluís Sogorb Mallebrera(Illustrator)
Volume 9 completes the Handbook of Mammals of the World series, and it deals with the bats,
order Chiroptera.Our knowledge of bats has exploded in the past two decades, and all of that
information is reflected in this volume. The number of recognized...

Lynx Edicions

Hardback #175000 Sep-2019 9788416728190 £125.00

The Chimpanzee & Me
Ben Garrod(Author)
For over a decade, Ben Garrod has studied chimpanzees to find ways to protect and conserve
them. We join Ben on a journey that has taken him around the world, studying eastern chimps
in the humid forests of Uganda and the critically endangered...

256 pages | 50 colour illustrations | Head of Zeus

Hardback #232515 Jul-2019 9781788547604 £14.99

When the Last Lion Roars
The Rise and Fall of the King of the Beasts
Sara Evans(Author)
The killing of a much-loved lion called Cecil by an American big-game hunter in Zimbabwe in
July 2015 sparked international outrage. It also drew world attention to shrinking numbers of
the 'king of the beasts' and yet their continued hunting...

312 pages | 8 plates with colour & b/w photos | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #246707 Sep-2019 9781472916143 £9.99
Hardback #238716 2018 9781472916136 £16.99

What Your Cat Is Thinking
Bo Söderström(Author)
How perceptive are cats to the good (or bad) behaviour of humans? How do they differ from
breed to breed? Are some left handed and some right-handed? How can you tell if your pet is
lonely? And just how similar is your cat to a tiger?In What Your Cat...

256 pages | John Murray

Paperback #243189 Sep-2019 9781473689800 £12.99

Is That a Bat?
A Guide to Non-Bat Sounds Encountered During Bat Surveys
Neil Middleton(Author)
Bat detector surveys are carried out by ecological consultants, researchers, conservationists
and hobbyists. Understanding and categorising non-bat sounds in surveys offers the potential
of knock-on benefits for informing development projects (e.g....

150 pages | colour illustrations | Pelagic Publishing

Paperback #245066 Sep-2019 9781784271978 £24.99

The Mammals of North America
John James Audubon(Author), Kristofer M Helgen(Foreword By)
Officially titled The Viviparous Quadrupeds of North America this is the second ground-
breaking work by world-renowned artist and naturalist John James Audubon. Following the
success of his Birds of America, Audubon documented and depicted 150...

160 pages | 150 colour illustrations | London Natural History Museum

Hardback #245615 Sep-2019 9780565094843 £24.99

Pangolins
Science, Society and Conservation
Daniel WS Challender(Editor), Helen Nash(Editor), Carly Waterman(Editor)
Pangolins: Science and Conservation brings together experts from around the world to
document the most up-to-date scientific knowledge on pangolins and their conservation. It
chronicles threats facing the species, current initiatives being...

532 pages | Academic Press

Hardback #246140 Sep-2019 9780128155073 £86.95
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Reptiles & Amphibians

European Whales, Dolphins, and Porpoises
Marine Mammal Conservation in Practice
Peter Evans(Author)
European Whales, Dolphins, and Porpoises: Marine Mammal Conservation in Practice
presents an intimate view of the workings of international conservation agreements to protect
marine mammals, detailing its achievements over the last 25 years, whilst...

266 pages | 200 colour photos and colour illustrations | Academic Press

Paperback #246276 Sep-2019 9780128190531 £76.95

Badger Clan
My Badgers and Other Family
Caroline Greville(Author)
'The only badgers I ever get to see are dead ones.'- 'Well, if you keep seeing dead ones, their
family can't be far away.'This throwaway conversation niggled, leading Caroline Greville to
seek out her own neighbourhood badgers...

384 pages | Caroline Greville (privately published)

Paperback #246505 2019 9781527237995 £17.50

Worcestershire's Mammals
Harry Green(Author), Johnny Birks(Author), Jenni Schenke(Author), Geoff Trevis(Author),
Valerie Briggs(Illustrator)
This distribution atlas displays records of Worcestershire's mammal fauna that were collected
from 1995 to 2007.

114 pages | 62 colour photos, 161 illustrations and b/w distribution maps
| Aspect Design

Paperback #246589 2012 9781908832085 £17.50

Handbook of the Mammals of the World, Volumes 1 to 9
Don E Wilson(Editor), Russell A Mittermeier(Editor)
This is the complete set containing all 9 volumes in the Handbook of the Mammals of the
World Series.Handbook of the Mammals of the World, Volume 1: Carnivores deals with the
following families: African Palm Civet; Cats; Linsangs; Civets, Genets and...

plates with colour illustrations; colour photos, colour distribution maps |
Lynx Edicions

Paperback #246613 Sep-2019 £1075.00

Gorillas in the Wild
A Visual Essay
Joe McDonald(Author)
In this beautifully illustrated book, author Joe McDonald presents a wealth of knowledge
pertaining to the natural history of mountain gorillas, one of the world's most endangered great
apes. Gorillas in the Wild includes over 170 photos from...

128 pages | 170+ colour photos | Amherst Media

Paperback #246646 Aug-2019 9781682033968 £29.99

Primates: Biología, Comportamiento y Evolución [Primates: Biology, Behaviour and
Evolution]
Miquel Llorente Espino(Author)
Primates: Biología, Comportamiento y Evolución aims to open up primatology to students,
professionals and all those interested in learning about the behaviour, biology and evolution of
non-human primates. It will be of special interest...

colour photos | Lynx Edicions

Hardback #246690 May-2019 9788416728145 £39.99

The Horse
A Natural History
Debbie Busby(Author), Catrin Rutland(Author)
The Horse: A Natural History looks not only at the horse in the human context, but also at its
own story, and at the way horses live and have lived both alongside people and independently.
An initial chapter on Evolution & Development takes the...

224 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | The Ivy Press

Hardback #246697 May-2019 9781782405658 £19.99

The Pig
A Natural History
Richard Lutwyche(Author)
At any given time there are around one billion pigs in the world; that's one for every seven of
us. And where would we be without them? Prolific, ubiquitous, smart, adaptable, able to turn
garbage into good-quality protein just by eating it, pigs...

224 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | The Ivy Press

Hardback #246698 Oct-2019 9781782406174 £19.99

Life and Death in the Gombe Chimpanzees
Skeletal Analysis as an Insight into Life History
Claire A Kirchhoff(Author)
This book addresses how skeletons can inform us about behaviour by describing skeletal
lesions in the Gombe chimpanzees, relating them to known life histories whenever possible,
and analyzing demographic patterns in the sample. This is of particular...

190 pages | 125 colour & 25 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #246738 Aug-2019 9783030183547 £109.99

Snakes of Malawi
A Field Guide to the Snake Species of Malawi
Rupert Wilkey(Author), Bright Msaka(Foreword By)
Snakes of Malawi has taken over 40 years of field research to complete and is the most up-to-
date snake guide on the country's snakes in more than half a century. This 330-page book
contains 66 distribution maps, 151 colour photographs and 134...

330 pages | 151 colour photos, 134 b/w line drawings, 66 colour
distribution maps | Njoka Books

Paperback #142614 2019 9781912804887 £48.99

Islands and Snakes
Isolation and Adaptive Evolution
Harvey B Lillywhite(Editor), Marcio Martins(Editor)
Islands and Snakes contains 13 chapters describing ecological systems with foci on snakes
and their ecological roles on islands around the world. Each chapter is written by one or more
authors who is an authority on that particular system. Summaries...

376 pages | Oxford University Press USA

Hardback #246250 Sep-2019 9780190676414 £77.99

Common Snakes of India
Koushik(Author)
This is a small field guide to common venomous and non-venomous snakes in India, covering
20 species. There are short introductory sections on snake venom, first aid in case of
snakebite, and sections dispelling myths and stressing the importance of...

32 pages | colour photos | Oriole Publication

Paperback #246444 2018 9789385637148 £22.50
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Marine & Freshwater Biology

Toad-Headed Turtles of the Genus Mesoclemmys
Distribution, Natural History, Husbandry
Stephan Ettmar(Author)
Stephan Ettmar's monograph unites the scientific synopsis of the species currently present in
the genus Mesoclemmys, with detailed data on keeping and breeding. Field work in South
America was included as well as the examination of relevant...

204 pages | 200 colour photos and colour distribution maps | Edition
Chimaira

Hardback #246471 Mar-2019 9783899734423 £38.99

An Illustrated Guide to Common Indian Amphibians & Reptiles
SR Ganesh(Author), Eric M Ramanujam(Illustrator)
This book covers sixty-nine species of Indian herpetofauna that you are likely to see in nature.
Of these, 18 are amphibians, 16 are lizards, 31 are snakes, three are turtles / tortoises and one
is a crocodile. The book features only those species...

98 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings, colour distribution maps |
Chennai Snake Park Trust

Paperback #246495 2015 £21.50

Amphibians and Reptiles of Durango, Mexico
Julio A Lemos-Espinal(Author), Geoffrey R Smith(Author), Rosaura Valdez Lares(Author)
The state of Durango, Mexico, is host of virtually all vegetation types present in Mexico, except
for tropical evergreen forests This is essentially due to the complex physiography of the state
which promotes a great diversity of climates and a...

414 pages | Ecouniverse Herpetological Publishing

Paperback #246509 2018 9781938850271 £130.00

Reptiles & Amphibians from Around the World
Pocket Guides to Turtles, Lizards, Snakes, Frogs and Toads
James R Kavanagh(Author), Jeff Corwin(Author)
With over 10,000 species worldwide, reptiles and amphibians – collectively known as herps –
play important roles in all ecosystems. Budding and experienced herpetologists will love
reading about and identifying some of the world's...

36 pages | colour illustrations | Waterford Press

Unbound #246584 2018 9781620053324 £19.99

A Field Guide to the Amphibians & Reptiles of Trinidad & Tobago
John C Murphy(Author), J Roger Downie(Author), Joanna M Smith(Author), Suzanne M
Livingstone(Author), Ryan S Mohammed(Author), Richard M Lehtinen(Author), Meredith
Eyre(Author), Jo-Anne Nina Sewlal(Author), Nigel Noriega(Author), Gary S Casper(Author),
Tom Anton(Author), Mike G Rutherford(Author), Alvin L Braswell(Author), Michael J
Jowers(Author), Robert A Thomas(Foreword By)
This comprehensive guide covers all of the country’s herpetological fauna, complete with
species accounts and colour plates.During the development of this field guide, John Murphy
and his team spent an enormous amount of time examining in...

336 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | Trinidad & Tobago
Field Naturalists' Club

Paperback #246679 2018 9789768255471 £49.99

Where the River Flows
Scientific Reflections on Earth's Waterways
Sean W Fleming(Author)
Rivers are essential to civilization and even life itself, yet how many of us truly understand how
they work? Why do rivers run where they do? Where do their waters actually come from? How
can the same river flood one year and then dry up the next?...

204 pages | 26 b/w photos, 14 b/w illustrations, 2 tables | Princeton
University Press

Paperback #245100 Sep-2019 9780691191829 £14.99
Hardback #236720 2017 9780691168784 £20.99

Salmon and the Earth
The History of a Common Fate
Mark Kurlansky(Author)
In what he says is the most important piece of environmental writing in his long and award-
winning career, Mark Kurlansky, best-selling author of Salt and Cod, The Big Oyster, 1968,
and Milk, among many others, employs his signature multi-century...

320 pages | photos, illustrations | Patagonia Books

Hardback #245234 Sep-2019 9781938340864 £29.99

Interactions in the Marine Benthos
Global Patterns and Processes
Stephen J Hawkins(Editor), Katrin Bohn(Editor), Louise B Firth(Editor), Gray A Williams(Editor)
The synthesis of the Aquatic Biodiversity and Ecosystems Conference (ABEC) 2015 which
was held to assess scientific progress over the past 25 years, Interactions in the Marine
Benthos provides a comprehensive and global review of work since the 1992...

450 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #246014 Sep-2019 9781108416085 £69.99

Lampreys: Biology, Conservation and Control, Volume 2
Margaret F Docker(Editor)
This book, published in two volumes, provides the most comprehensive review of lamprey
biology since Hardisty and Potter's The Biology of Lampreys published more than 30 years
ago. Volume 1 was published in 2014, this second volume offers a...

240 pages | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #246039 Jul-2019 9789402416824 £109.99

Goldfish
Anna Marie Roos(Author)
Living work of art, consumer commodity, scientific hero and environmental menace: the
humble goldfish is the ultimate human cultural artefact. A creature of supposedly little memory
and short lifespan, it has universal appeal. In ancient China,...

208 pages | 80 colour & 20 b/w photos and illustrations | Reaktion Books

Paperback #246264 Sep-2019 9781789141351 £12.95

Biology and Ecology of Groupers
Fabiana Cezar Felix Hackradt(Editor), Carlos Werner Hackradt(Editor), Jose Antonio Garcia
Charton(Editor)
The three sections of Biology and Ecology of Groupers provide an up-to-date review of the
most important studies regarding groupers throughout the world. Section I, Biology, includes
classification and phylogenic relationships, geographical...

425 pages | 16 plates with colour photos | Apple Academic Press

Hardback #246314 Nov-2019 9781482253092 £114.00
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Evolutionary Biology

Silent Kingdom
A World Beneath the Waves
Christian Vizl(Illustrator), Sylvia A Earle(Introduction By), Ernie Brooks(Contributor), Michael
Aw(Contributor), Nora Torres(Contributor), David Doubilet(Contributor)
Silent Kingdom reveals the world beneath the waves in an ethereal collection of black-and-
white underwater photography.Through stunning black-and-white images, award-winning
photographer Christian Vizl uses a masterful control of light and shadow to...

224 pages | b/w photos | Earth Aware Editions

Hardback #246466 Apr-2019 9781683835844 £34.99

Emperors of the Deep
Sharks – The Ocean's Most Mysterious, Most Misunderstood, and Most Important Guardians
William McKeever(Author)
In this remarkable groundbreaking book, a documentarian and conservationist, determined to
dispel misplaced fear and correct common misconceptions, explores in-depth the secret lives
of sharks – magnificent creatures who play an integral part...

256 pages | HarperOne

Hardback #246528 2019 9780062880321 £26.99

Biology and Physiology of Freshwater Neotropical Fishes
Bernardo Baldisserotto(Author), Jose Cyrino(Author), Elisabeth Urbinati(Author)
Biology and Physiology of Freshwater Neotropical Fishes is the all-inclusive guide to fish
species prevalent in the neotropical realm. It provides the most updated systematics,
classification, anatomical, behavioural, genetic, and functioning systems...

316 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #246569 Oct-2019 9780128158722 £94.95

Coastal Marine Fishes of São Tomé and Príncipe / Peixes Marinhos Costeiros de São
Tomé e Príncipe
Nuno Vasco Rodrigues(Author), Áthila Bertoncini(Author), Jorge Fontes(Author)
Fishes are the most diverse group of vertebrates. There are more than 32,000 known species
and new ones are discovered almost on a daily basis. This pioneering book’s mission is to
present the most common coastal fshes of São Tomé...

123 pages | colour photos | Flying Sharks

Paperback #246617 2018 £34.99

The River Itchen at Martyr Worthy
Wildlife & Riverkeeping Observed
George Edward Mann(Author)
The River Itchen in Hampshire, southern England, is one of the finest chalk streams in the
world, famed for its wild brown trout. The River Itchen at Martyr Worthy is a distillation of an
observational, ten-year study of a one kilometre stretch of...

512 pages | 1456 colour photos and b/w line drawings, 94 b/w photos |
George Mann Publications

Hardback #246652 2019 9781907640162 £49.99

The World's Greatest Dive Sites
Lawson Wood(Author)
This comprehensive illustrated relerence to the world's most exotic dive locations covers the
Caribbean Sea, the Red Sea, the Indian Ocean, the lndo-Pacific and the Pacific Ocean.
Superb quality underwater photography shows a huge variety ol...

208 pages | ~300 colour photos, 80 colour maps | John Beaufoy Books

Hardback #246660 Sep-2019 9781912081080 £24.99

Deep-Sea Life: Biological Observations Using Research Submersibles [Japanese]
Katsunori Fujikura(Author), Masaru Maruyama(Author), Yuji Okuya(Author)
This book is the second edition of "Deep-Sea Creatures Observed by Submersible Research
Vessels" published in February 2008. This is a colour picture book of the latest deep-sea
creatures found in the seas of Japan, which has been updated...

487 pages | colour photos | Tokai University Press

Paperback #246669 2012 9784486019671 £79.99

Identification Guide to Fishes of the Amami Islands in the Ryuku Archipelago, Japan
[Japanese]
Hiroyuki Motomura(Author), Kiyoshi Hagiwara(Author), Hiroshi Senou(Author), Masanori
Nakae(Author)
This guide describes 151 families and 1321 species of fish found around the eight main
Amami Islands, an archipelago that is part of the Ryukyu Islands, Japan. It includes 3370
colour photographs of adult and juvenile fish and shows males and...

436 pages | 3370 colour photos | Minaminihonshinbun Kaihatsu Senta

Paperback #246670 2019 9784860742669 £185.00

Illustrated Fishes in Colour (2-Volume Set) [Japanese]
Yasuhiko Taki(Author)
To better serve its purpose, the new edition of illustrated encyclopedia is divided over two
volumes, one with plates, the other with text. The definitive edition of this work, it allows the
reader to understand the world of fish, creatures at once...

1250 pages | colour illustrations | Hokuryūkan

Hardback #246671 2005 9784832608207 £625.00

Zootaxa, Volume 3241
This volume contains the following three articles:- A redescription of Carcharhinus dussumieri
and C. sealei, with resurrection of C. coatesi and C. tjutjot as valid species (Chondrichthyes:
Carcharhinidae)  ...

68 pages | Magnolia Press

Paperback #246673 2012 £74.99

Advances in Marine Biology, Volume 83: Sharks in Mexico
Research and Conservation
Shawn E Larson(Editor), Dayv Lowry(Editor)
Sharks in Mexico: Research and Conservation, Volume 83 in the Advances in Marine Biology
series, provides in-depth and up-to-date reviews on all aspects of marine biology that will
appeal to postgraduates and researchers in marine biology, fisheries...

318 pages | Academic Press

Hardback #246710 Oct-2019 9780081029169 £210.00

Field Guide to Freshwater Fishes of Virginia
Paul E Bugas, Jr.(Author), Corbin D Hilling(Author), Valerie A Kells(Author), Michael J
Pinder(Author), Derek A Wheaton(Author), Donald J Orth(Author), Joseph R
Tomelleri(Illustrator)
In Field Guide to Freshwater Fishes of Virginia, the foremost experts on Commonwealth fishes
bring their decades of field experience to readers, offering a complete reference to the fishes of
the entire state of Virginia. Gathering information that...

192 pages | 179 colour & 26 b/w illustrations | Johns Hopkins University
Press

Paperback #246735 Sep-2019 9781421433059 £19.99
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Ecology

Evolving Brains, Emerging Gods
Early Humans and the Origins of Religion
E Fuller Torrey(Author)
Religions and mythologies from around the world teach that God or gods created humans.
Atheist, humanist, and materialist critics, meanwhile, have attempted to turn theology on its
head, claiming that religion is a human invention. In this book, E....

291 pages | b/w illustrations | Columbia University Press

Paperback #245443 Sep-2019 9780231183376 £18.99
Hardback #236292 2017 9780231183369 £26.99

The Deep History of Ourselves
How Ancient Microbes Became Conscious Brains
Joseph LeDoux(Author)
A leading neuroscientist offers a history of the evolution of the brain from unicellular organisms
to the complexity of animals and human beings todayRenowned neuroscientist Joseph LeDoux
digs into the natural history of life on earth to provide a...

256 pages | Viking

Hardback #245052 Aug-2019 9780735223837 £28.99

On the Origin of Species
Charles Darwin(Author), Dave Williams(Foreword By)
An instant bestseller in 1859, few books have had such a revolutionary impact and left such a
lasting impression as On the Origin of Species.Possibly the most important and challenging
scientific book ever published, Darwin's language remains...

552 pages | London Natural History Museum

Hardback #245323 Aug-2019 9780565095024 £12.99

Civilized to Death
What Was Lost on the Way to Modernity
Christopher Ryan(Author)
The New York Times bestselling coauthor of Sex at Dawn explores the ways in which
"progress" has perverted the way we live: how we eat, learn, feel, mate, parent, communicate,
work, and die.According to Ryan, most of us have instinctive...

400 pages | Avid Reader Press

Paperback #245403 Oct-2019 9781451659108 £28.99

Why Chimpanzees Can't Learn Language and Only Humans Can
Herbert S Terrace(Author)
In the 1970s, the behavioural psychologist Herbert S. Terrace led a remarkable experiment to
see if a chimpanzee could be taught to use language. A young ape, named "Nim Chimpsky" in
a nod to the linguist whose theories Terrace challenged,...

208 pages | 30 b/w illustrations | Columbia University Press

Hardback #245725 Sep-2019 9780231171106 £21.99

The Fear of Snakes
Evolutionary and Psychobiological Perspectives on Our Innate Fear
Nobuyuki Kawai(Author)
The Fear of Snakes provides a series of compelling evidence that shows that humans have an
innate fear of snakes. Building on the previous studies on the Snake Detection Theory (SDT),
the author presents a summary of psychological and...

180 pages | 40 colour illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #246489 2018 9789811375293 £109.99

Uncorking the Past
The Quest for Wine, Beer, and Other Alcoholic Beverages
Patrick E McGovern(Author)
In a lively tour around the world and through the millennia, Uncorking the Past tells the
compelling story of humanity's ingenious, intoxicating quest for the perfect drink. Following a
tantalizing trail of archaeological, chemical, artistic, and...

352 pages | 24 b/w photos, 10 colour illustrations, 4 maps | University of
California Press

Paperback #246556 2011 9780520267985 £18.99

Ancient Wine
The Search for the Origins of Viniculture
Patrick E McGovern(Author), Robert G Mondavi(Foreword By)
The history of civilization is, in many ways, the history of wine. This book is the first
comprehensive account of the earliest stages of the history and prehistory of viniculture, which
extends back into the Neolithic period and beyond. Elegantly...

392 pages | 35 b/w photos, 16 colour & 9 b/w illustrations, 7 maps |
Princeton University Press

Paperback #246562 2007 9780691127842 £23.99

Plants on Islands
Diversity and Dynamics on a Continental Archipelago
Martin L Cody(Author)
Reissue of a book originally published in 2006.This thorough and meticulous study, the result
of nearly a quarter-century of research, examines the island biogeography of plants on
continental islands in Barkley Sound, British Columbia. Invaluable...

270 pages | 24 colour & 114 b/w illustrations, 20 tables | University of
California Press

Hardback #246564 Apr-2019 9780520338104 £53.99

Corridor Ecology
Linking Landscapes for Biodiversity Conservation and Climate Adaptation
Jodi A Hilty(Author), Annika TH Keeley(Author), William Z Lidicker, Jr.(Author), Adina M
Merenlender(Author)
Migrating wildlife species across the globe face a dire predicament as their traditional migratory
routes are cut off by human encroachment. Forced into smaller and smaller patches of habitat,
they must compete more aggressively for dwindling food...

368 pages | 25 photos | Island Press

Paperback #246537 Jun-2019 9781610919517 £29.99

Population Ecology in Practice
Underused, Misused and Abused Methods
Dennis L Murray(Editor), Guillaume Chapron(Editor)
The book provides an overview of the key analytical approaches that are currently used in
demographic, genetic, and spatial analyses in population ecology. The chapters present
current problems, introduce advances in analytical methods and models,...

356 pages | Wiley-Blackwell

Paperback #235333 Sep-2019 9780470674147 £44.99
Hardback #235334 Sep-2019 9780470674130 £89.99
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Earth System Sciences

Environmental & Social Studies

The Secret Network of Nature
The Delicate Balance of All Living Things
Peter Wohlleben(Author)
Did you know that trees can make clouds? Or that a change in wolf population can alter the
course of a river? Or that earth worms give wild boar directions? The natural world is a web of
intricate connections, many of which go unnoticed by humans....

264 pages | no illustrations | Vintage

Paperback #245463 Sep-2019 9781784708498 £8.99
Hardback #239677 2018 9781847925244 £11.99

Essentials of Landscape Ecology
Kimberly A With(Author)
Human activity during the Anthropocene has transformed landscapes worldwide on a scale
that rivals or exceeds even the largest of natural forces. Landscape ecology has emerged as a
science to investigate the interactions between natural and...

672 pages | 75 colour illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #246441 Jun-2019 9780198838395 £49.99
Hardback #246442 Jun-2019 9780198838388 £99.99

Open Ecosystems
Ecology and Evolution Beyond the Forest Edge
William J Bond(Author)
Open Ecosystems explores the geography, ecology, and antiquity of 'open ecosystems', which
include grasslands, savannas, and shrublands. They occur in climates that can support closed
forest ecosystems and often form mosaics with forest...

192 pages | Oxford University Press

Hardback #246641 Aug-2019 9780198812456 £44.99

The Soils of Georgia
Lia Matchavariani(Author)
This book provides an extensive overview of the diversity of soils in Georgia in the Caucasus. It
highlights the soil-forming environment (climate, geology, geomorphology), the
characterization of the physical, chemical and morphological (macro-,...

290 pages | 100 colour & 30 b/w illustrations, 100 tables | Springer-
Verlag

Hardback #246733 Sep-2019 9783030185084 £109.99

Geology of Gem Deposits
Lee A Groat(Editor)
This short course volume looks at gemstones from a geological perspective and reviews our
current understanding of diamond, ruby, sapphire, and emerald deposits, but also examines
the lesser-known colored gems.

405 pages | 9 plates with colour photos; colour photos, colour & b/w
illustrations, tables | Mineralogical Association of Canada

Paperback #246609 2014 9780921294542 £99.99

Volcanoes & Earthquakes
Chiara Maria Petrone(Author), Roberto Scandone(Author), Alex Whittaker(Author)
Featuring the earth sciences at their most spectacular, Volcanoes & Earthquakes explores the
massive natural forces from within the Earth that greatly affect its surface, often with dramatic
and long-lasting consequences.Written in a jargon-free...

160 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | London Natural History
Museum

Paperback #245680 Sep-2019 9780565092634 £14.99

Geology of Egypt
Zakaria Hamimi(Editor), Ahmed El-Barkooky(Editor), Jesús Martínez Frías(Editor), Harald
Fritz(Editor), Yasser Abd El-Rahman(Editor)
This richly illustrated book offers a concise overview of the geology of Egypt in the context of
the geology of the Arab Region and Northeast Africa. An introductory chapter on history of
geological research in Egypt sheds much light on the stages...

590 pages | 120 colour & 100 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #246124 Sep-2019 9783030152642 £129.99

Roadside Geology and Biology of Baja California
John Minch(Author), Jason Minch(Author)
The 2nd edition of Roadside Geology and Biology of Baja California is completely updated and
includes rock charts, geologic time scale, references, glossary, and an index. This edition
replaces the 1st edition and The Baja Highway. This book...

288 pages | 220 colour photos, 80 colour illustrations | John Minch
Publishing

Paperback #246501 2017 9780999025109 £24.99

The Weather Machine
How We See Into the Future
Andrew Blum(Author)
Shall we take an umbrella… or evacuate the city? The Weather Machine is about a
miraculous-but-overlooked invention that helps us through our daily lives – and sometimes
saves them – by allowing us to see into the future.When...

304 pages | Bodley Head

Hardback #246534 Jun-2019 9781847923400 £16.99

Classic Geology of the North of Ireland
I Mitchell(Author)
This tour guide for the northern part of Ireland was born out of an earlier version prepared by
the Geological Survey of Northern Ireland and the Geological Survey of Ireland at the request
of the Geological Society of London in support of the...

British Geological Survey

Paperback #246544 2011 9780852726723 £19.99

Mysterious Ocean
Physical Processes and Geological Evolution
Peter Townsend Harris(Author)
This book provides an introduction to ocean sciences that is engaging, evocative and
accessible to non-experts interested in marine geoscience, while sparking readers' interest in
important unsolved mysteries in marine science. The scope of...

324 pages | 27 colour & 4 b/w illustrations, 20 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #246726 Jun-2019 9783030156312 £32.99

Geology of the Oman Mountains, Eastern Arabia
Mike Searle(Author)
This book describes in detail numerous geological sites throughout the Mountains of Oman
and the United Arab Emirates in Eastern Arabia. The region is well known for its oil and gas
reserves in the interior, and the mountain ranges of the Musandam...

340 pages | 300 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Paperback #246732 Aug-2019 9783030184520 £38.99
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History & Other Humanities

Food Plants of the World
An Illustrated Guide
Ben-Erik van Wyk(Author)
Food Plants of the World is a comprehensive overview of the commercially important plants
that provide us with food, beverages, spices and flavours. It includes descriptions of around
380 food and flavour plants and their close relatives. For each...

480 pages | 1000 color photos | CABI Publishing

Hardback #246213 Apr-2019 9781789241303 £49.99

How to Give Up Plastic
A Guide to Changing the World, One Plastic Bottle at a Time
Will McCallum(Author)
Around 12.7 million tonnes of plastic are entering the ocean every year, killing over 1 million
seabirds and 100,000 marine mammals. By 2050 there could be more plastic in the ocean
than fish by weight.Plastic pollution is the environmental scourge...

224 pages | Penguin Books

Paperback #246034 Apr-2019 9780241388938 £6.99
Hardback #245427 2018 9780241363218 £12.99

We Are the Weather
Saving the Planet Begins at Breakfast
Jonathan Safran Foer(Author)
Some people reject the fact, overwhelmingly supported by scientists, that our planet is warming
due to human activities. But do those of us who accept the reality of human-caused climate
change truly believe in it? If we did, surely we would be...

288 pages | Farrar, Straus and Giroux

Paperback #246623 Sep-2019 9780374909543 £18.99
Hardback #246268 Sep-2019 9780374280000 £23.99

The Grand Food Bargain
And the Mindless Drive for More
Kevin D Walker(Author)
When it comes to food, Americans seem to have a pretty great deal. Our grocery stores are
overflowing with countless varieties of convenient products. But like most bargains that are too
good to be true, the modern food system relies on an illusion....

360 pages | Island Press

Hardback #246445 Mar-2019 9781610919470 £22.99

On Fire
The (Burning) Case for a Green New Deal
Naomi Klein(Author)
For more than twenty years, Naomi Klein has been an outspoken chronicler of the economic
war waged on both people and planet – and the champion of an environmental agenda with
justice at its centre. On Fire gathers for the first time more than...

224 pages | Allen Lane

Hardback #246453 Sep-2019 9780241410721 £17.99

Biotechology
An Introduction
Sangita Malvee(Author)
This book provides an introduction to biotechnology, one of the major technologies of the 21st
century, which emerged as a research field fusing of biochemistry, molecular biology, and
microbiology. Its multi-disciplinary activities include...

310 pages | b/w illustrations, tables | SBS Publishers & Distributors

Hardback #246558 2007 9788189741372 £82.99

Strategic Climate Change Communications
Effective Approaches to Fighting Climate Denial
Jasper Fessmann(Editor)
For over 30 years the science on climate change has been clear: it is happening, we humans
caused it, and it puts all our futures at risk. Global warming can still be reversed, or at least the
worst prevented, if we act in time. However, despite...

134 pages | Vernon Press

Hardback #246739 2019 9781622736300 £46.99

Cultivating Commerce
Cultures of Botany in Britain and France, 1760-1815
Sarah Easterby-Smith(Author)
Sarah Easterby-Smith rewrites the histories of botany and horticulture from the perspectives of
plant merchants who sold botanical specimens in the decades around 1800. These merchants
were not professional botanists, nor were they the social equals...

239 pages | b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #246742 Jun-2019 9781107565685 £22.99
Hardback #236826 2017 9781107126848 £74.99

El Niño in World History
Richard Grove(Author), George Adamson(Author)
This book examines the role of the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in society. Throughout
human history, large or recurrent El Niños could cause significant disruption to societies and in
some cases even contribute to political...

272 pages | 9 b/w illustrations | Palgrave

Paperback #246583 2019 9781349687794 £59.99
Hardback #237375 2017 9781137457394 £78.99

The Wonderful Mr Willughby
The First True Ornithologist
Tim R Birkhead(Author)
Francis Willughby lived and thrived in the midst of the scientific revolution of the seventeenth
century. Along with his Cambridge tutor John Ray, Willughby was determined to overhaul the
whole of natural history and impose order on its complexity....

379 pages | 24 plates with colour photos and colour illustrations; b/w
illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #246708 Aug-2019 9781408878521 £10.99
Hardback #240396 2018 9781408878484 £19.99

Scepticism: A Very Short Introduction
Duncan Pritchard(Author)
Throughout history scepticism and the urge to question accepted truths has been a powerful
force for change and growth. Today, as we are bombarded by adverts, scientific studies
praising the latest superfoods, and political rhetoric, a healthy amount...

152 pages | 8 b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #246195 Sep-2019 9780198829164 £8.99

The Darwinian Revolution
Michael Ruse(Author)
What is the Darwinian revolution and why is it important for philosophers? These are the
questions tackled in this entry to the Elements in the Philosophy of Biology series. In four
sections, the topics covered are the story of the revolution, the...

75 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #246298 Apr-2019 9781108727839 £14.99
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Organismal to Molecular Biology

Palaeontology

The Spirit of Inquiry
How One Extraordinary Society Shaped Modern Science
Susannah Gibson(Author)
Cambridge is now world-famous as a centre of science, but it wasn't always so. Before the
nineteenth century, the sciences were of little importance in the University of Cambridge. But
that began to change in 1819 when two young Cambridge fellows...

400 pages | 4 plates with b/w illustrations, 56 b/w illustrations | Oxford
University Press

Hardback #246507 2019 9780198833376 £24.99

Time and Causality Across the Sciences
Samantha Kleinberg(Editor)
Time and Causality Across the Sciences, geared toward academic researchers and graduate
students, brings together research on all facets of how time and causality relate across the
sciences. Time is fundamental to how we perceive and reason about...

282 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #246699 Aug-2019 9781108476676 £49.99

Scientifica Historia
How the World's Great Science Books Chart the History of Knowledge
Brian Clegg(Author)
Scientifica Historica is a unique, essay-based review of those books that marked the
development of science from classical times to the new millennium. The result is a fascinating
chronological exploration of human endeavour within the context of...

272 pages | 250 colour photos and colour illustrations | The Ivy Press

Hardback #246700 Oct-2019 9781782408789 £24.99

The Science of Animals
From Molluscs to Mammals
Chris Packham(Foreword By)
From tiny insects to sleek sharks and majestic elephants, this book invites you to explore the
animal kingdom up close – from nose to tail. Whether you're interested in specific animal
groups such as mammals or birds or have a passion for...

336 pages | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #246108 Sep-2019 9780241346785 £29.99

Wildhood
The Epic Journey from Adolescence to Adulthood in Humans and Other Animals
Barbara Natterson-Horowitz(Author), Kathryn Bowers(Author)
With Wildhood, Harvard evolutionary biologist Barbara Natterson-Horowitz and award-winning
science writer Kathryn Bowers have created an entirely new way of thinking about the crucial,
vulnerable, and exhilarating phase of life between childhood and...

288 pages | Scribner Books

Hardback #246461 Sep-2019 9781501164699 £26.99

CRISPR Gene Editing
Methods and Protocols
Yonglun Luo(Editor)
This detailed volume guides readers through strategic planning and user-friendly guidelines in
order to select the most suitable CRISPR-Cas system and target sites with high activity and
specificity. Methods covering CRISPR gRNA design, CRISPR...

362 pages | 61 colour & 15 b/w illustrations | Humana Press

Hardback #246645 Apr-2019 9781493991693 £149.99

Growth
From Microorganisms to Megacities
Vaclav Smil(Author)
Growth has been both an unspoken and an explicit aim of our individual and collective striving.
It governs the lives of microorganisms and galaxies; it shapes the capabilities of our
extraordinarily large brains and the fortunes of our economies....

688 pages | 178 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Hardback #246720 Sep-2019 9780262042833 £29.99

Dinosaurs – The Grand Tour
Everything Worth Knowing about Dinosaurs from Aardonyx to Zuniceratops
Keiron Pim(Author), Jack Horner(Contributor), Fabio Pastori(Illustrator)
We live in a golden age of palaeontological discovery – the perfect time to dig into the
spectacular world of dinosaurs. We know more about dinosaurs than ever before (for starters,
they were more feathered and furry than we'd thought),...

352 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | The Experiment,
LLC

Paperback #244786 Oct-2019 9781615195190 £24.99

Dinosaurs
A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species
James R Kavanagh(Author)
Dinosaurs is a concise guide to the types of dinosaurs and important post-cretaceous species
found on Earth millions of years ago. The guide simply reviews the evolution of different
groups, how fossils are preserved and features beautiful color...

12 pages | colour illustrations, colour maps | Waterford Press

Unbound #246448 2019 9781620052877 £8.99

A History of Plants in 50 Fossils
Paul Kenrick(Author)
This is the story of plantlife on Earth, uniquely retold through some of the most significant fossil
dicoveries ever made. Palaeobotanist Paul Kenrick explains the importance of each fossil and
reveals the stories behind the sharp-eyed and...

160 pages | colour photos | London Natural History Museum

Hardback #245679 Sep-2019 9780565094850 £17.99

Dinosaurs & Prehistoric Life
The Definitive Visual Guide to Prehistoric Animals
Dorling Kindersley (DK)(Author)
From the origin of life, through the age of dinosaurs stalked by the terrifying Tyrannosaurus
rex, to the earliest humans, Dinosaurs & Prehistoric Life tells the story of life on Earth.
Dinosaurs may be the stars of the show, but the book is...

440 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #245854 Sep-2019 9780241287309 £24.99
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Ko Seibutsu [Palaeoorganisms]
Katō Taichi(Author)
This book introduces extinct creatures along with illustrations and photographs of fossils, cover
a 4-billion-year history. The book comes with a DVD that not only includes high-quality
photographs, but also short documentaries from the BBC and AR....

227 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, includes DVD | Gakken
Publishers

Paperback #246665 2017 9784052045769 £34.99

Kyōryū Shinteiban [Dinosaurs]
Kōdansha(Editor), Koji Kobayashi(Author)
This dinosaur picture book covers the latest discoveries of 2015 and 2016. This includes the
groundbreaking feather dinosaur Kulindadromeus, a bat-like dinosaur with flying membranes,
and the Japanese dinosaur Fukuivenator announced in 2016. A DVD is...

224 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, includes DVD | Kodansha

Paperback #246666 2016 9784062201032 £34.99

Fossils of the Milwaukee Formation
A Diverse Middle Devonian Biota from Wisconsin, USA
Kenneth C Gass(Author), Joanne Kluessendorf(Author), Donald G Mikulic(Author), Carlton E
Brett(Author)
Easily overlooked due to its extremely limited exposure and geographic extent, the Milwaukee
Formation seldom comes up in discussions of Devonian paleontology or geology. In spite of
this, it contains one of the most rich and diverse Devonian biotas...

224 pages | 350+ colour photos and colour illustrations | Siri Scientific
Press

Paperback #246678 May-2019 9780995749672 £24.99
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